NOTE FOR THE ATTENTION OF COMMISSIONER MAIREAD McGUINESS VIA PETER POWER, HEAD OF CABINET

Subject: Political note on FISMA proposals for the May 2022 infringement cycle

We are seeking your agreement to launch Inter-Service Consultations via DECIDE in the following case, with view to the May 2022 infringement cycle:

out-of-scope
3. Closures of cases

- Directive 2016/2341 on the activities and supervision of institutions for occupational retirement provision (IORPs)
  - LFN, because they had not declared complete transposition by the deadline.
  - NL notified national transposing measures and declared complete transposition.

During 2020 and 2021, the above MS notified additional measures and provided further clarifications to our informal questions.

After having assessed the notified measures and the further clarifications, we conclude that the transposing laws ensure complete transposition of IORPs and therefore, we propose to close the infringement case.
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